
TechHouse.dk a/s becomes part of the r2p group 

Ringsted-based IT developer complements product portfolio 

The r2p group announces the successful acquisition of TechHouse.dk a/s. On Friday, its Danish 

subsidiary r2pHolding APS has taken over the IT developer. TechHouse.dk a/s is an innovative 

company operating in fleet management since 2002. Enhanced vehicle efficiency, optimized routes, 

driver disposition and billing modules are represented in the offered solutions. The new subsidiary is 

based in Ringsted (Zealand, Denmark) and adds 29 years of experience in the development of 

planning software to the r2p group.  

 

With this acquisition, the full service package for attractive, secure and economically feasible buses 

and trains is expanded: starting from now, the r2p group offers – in addition to mobile CCTV and 

comprehensive fleet management – field-proven tools for planning and disposition. This expanded 

product portfolio offers a synergetic combination of historic, real-time and planning data to 

operators. 

 

Ulrik Rasmussen, Managing Director at r2p, announced on Friday: “We are glad to have the 

TechHouse.dk team on board now. The TechHouse.dk team brings a wealth of experience in the 

areas of planning and disposition. The synergies between r2p and TechHouse.dk will perceptibly 

strengthen the whole group’s core competences and support the company’s next exiting 

development steps.” 

 

“I’m happy that TechHouse.dk is now part of the r2p group,” says Thomas Bøge and continues, “with 

the closing of this sale, we offer our clients and their data even more security. At the same time, we’ll 

ensure that our future developments will be in accordance with telemetry and international market 

needs.” Thomas Bøge will continue as head of software development in the group and also all 

employees will continue to be based in Ringsted.  

 

The rapidly growing r2p group, headquartered in Flensburg, Germany, operates internationally in 27 

countries with subsidiaries in Denmark and Brazil. The group cooperates closely with a partner 

company in Taiwan, a sales office in the United Kingdom, and local manufacturing in India. 

As a market leader, we develop and distribute software and hardware for rail and road vehicles, 

mobile video surveillance and telemetric solutions with great passion. Our experienced Swedish 

investor, Alder AB, with a total investment of more than 110 million euro, provides us with ongoing 

support for our mission. 

 

Read more at www.r2protec.com/en  


